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Sessions : -- MDI on Tuesday 8:30
-- FCC-ee experiments on Thursday 13:30-17:00

4/15/2016

Experiments at FCC-ee

Potentially the first step
in the FCC history
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M. Boscolo
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Asymmetric IR design solves
1. The booster bypass
2. The SR problem comes

back to LEP levels. 
3. can start looking in 

detail

H. Burkhardt
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M. Sullivan

Started from hardest (tt machine)
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E. Perez

A good start
-- will need to decrease B-field
-- will need to reoptimize
relative weight of tracker

and calorimeter
(physics cost and MDI)
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Conclusions similar to M.  Sullivan: VTX detector at ~2cm from IP. 
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Luminosity measurement

-- thanks to high luminosity can use two large angle QED processes
e+e-  and e+e e+e-

-- need theoretical evaluation of e+e-  @ 10-4  precision

-- at and around Z pole need low angle Bhabha : 

M. Dam
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Present W.A.

D. Enterria
Workshop on S sept 2015
D. d'Enterria, P.Z. Skands (eds.)
arXiv:1512.05194
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Physics discoveries

Unwanted error

P. Janot discovered that one can measure
QED(mz) from  measuring AFB

at +- 3 GeV 
from the Z peak.  (Nice Z lineshape scan)

Further studies with S. Jadach shows 
error cancellation of  +3 vs -3 points. 
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AFB
 @ FCC-

ee
ALR @ ILC

visible Z 
decays

1012 visible Z 
decays

109

muon pairs 1011 beam
polarization

90%

AFB
 (stat) 3 10-6 ALR (stat) 4.2 10-5

 Ecm (MeV) 0.1 2.2

AFB
 (ECM ) 9.2 10-6 ALR (ECM ) 4.1 10-5

AFB
 1.0 10-5 ALR 5.9 10-5

sin2leptW 5.9 10-6 7.5 10-6

from AFB
 LEP 2.107Z SLC, 5.105 Z                  = 0.00035 = 0.00003

sin2leptW 5.3 10-4 2.6 10-4 1.2 10-4 1. 10-5

W.A. 1.6 10-4

All exceeds the limitation given by (mZ) (310-5) or the needed precision for comparison with mW (500keV)
But this precision on sin2lept

W can only be exploited at FCC-ee!

At FCC-ee longitudinal polarization is more difficult and implies a significant reduction of 
luminosity. As far as we can tell today it is not justified
(similar conclusion by J. De Blas in pheno session) 

J. De Blas

A.BlondelDO WE NEED LONGITUDINAL POLARIZATION?
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The forward backward tau polarization

asymmetry is very clean. 

Dependence on ECM same as ALR negl. 

At FCC-ee

ALEPH data 160 pb-1 (80 s @ FCC-ee !)

Already syst. level of 610-5on sin2W

much improvement possible 

by using dedicated selection

e.g. tau  v  to avoid had. model
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P. Azzuri started optimizing
The W threshold scan 
for measurement of 
mW and W

Smooth, plenty of points 
with half integer spin tunes 

Statistical error on mW will be O(300 keV)
next: background and *signal* cross-sections!
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Theoretical limitations

R. Kogler, Moriond EW 2013

FCC-ee
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Experimental errors at FCC-ee will be 20-100 times smaller than the present errors. 
BUT can be typically 10 -30 times smaller than present level of theory errors
Will require significant theoretical effort and additional measurements!  

Radiative correction workshop 13-14 July 2015 stressed the need for 3 loop calculations for the future!
Suggest including manpower for theoretical calculations in the project cost.
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Top beam energy is 185 GeV

Top mas can be measured to O(10 MeV)
Beam energy calibration from WW, Z, ZZ
Reduce th. errors due S meast @FCC-ee

Top physics Moftaba

Also:
CKM measurements
FCNC decays down to 10-6 

All luminosity can be used!
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FCC-ee discovery potential
Of course discovery depends on the goodwill of nature.
A few things that FCC-ee could discover if is there :

EXPLORE 10 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements

-- ~20-50 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (equiv. to factor 5-7 in mass)
mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 w

eff , Rb , QED (mz) s (mz), Higgs and top couplings

DISCOVER a violation of flavour conservation
-- ex FCNC  (Z -->  , e) in 5 1012 Z decays. 

+ flavour physics (1012 bb events)                  

DISCOVER dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z   

DISCOVER very weekly coupled particle in 5-100 GeV energy scale
such as: Right-Handed neutrinos,  Dark Photons etc…

…..
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S. Monteil

Leptonic FCNCs
SM from neutrino oscillations:

FCC-ee is highly competitive for                                          
potential sensitivity 10-12 How far can we go? 
First investigation of backgrounds. Z  ZW*W  
Backgrounds at level of 10-8 , but do not have life time (unlike taus)
Further analysis will need simulation.  
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The Higgs invisible width

Potential: discovery of Dark Matter
Target: limit at 10-3 level
UNIQUE to e+e- : ability to tag event as ZH 

even if do not see the Higgs decay
Started with Z-> leptons 
Studied the effect of detector resolution
Compare CMS with ILD
Study effect of beam energy spread 
Next step : look at Z qq tag (evts X 20)

M. De Gruttola
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Main conclusions

MDI acc-exp working group started and *working* ! 
-- asymmetric beam crossing has brought SR problem back to real axis
-- soon will be in position to attack magnet integration
-- Luminosity measurement requires attention but problem is well posed
-- detector simulation study (with great help from CLIC work!) started

Detectors and experiments will take usefully all luminosity the machine can give (pile-up< 10-3) 
-- «baseline» is a good start, more welcome (we won’t do anything that prevents it!)   
-- discovery potential is in precision measurements, rare decays, invisible width (detector!) 
-- top beam energy needs to be set to 185 GeV for top couplings measurements

Continuous beam energy calibration at O(10-6 ) precision @ Z and W (resonant depolarization)
 central to precision measurements
 need a joint acc-exp working group to converge on strategy.

No obvious need identified so far for longitudinal polarization at any energy
-- top quark couplings can be measured well using top quark polarization
-- high statistics @ Z  (and e.g. final state polarization (tau)) 

should allow precision on sin2leptW with more than adequate precision < 10-5 

-- high luminosity brings much much more QED(mz) @ 310-5 , S(mz) @ ~10-4

Monochromatization for s-channel e+e- Higgs @ 125.2 GeV looks promising (off sessions) 
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